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• RESIDENTIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• INSTITUTIONAL

Distribution of Dual Action Tilt & Turn windows and doors

Greenline represents the 
use of recycled material. 
This gives rise to a self 
contained material cycle 
of consistently high quality

Greenline represents the 
lead free stabilisation 
of PVC-U based on eco 
friendly calcium and zinc

Greenline represents high 
thermal insulation window 
systems that help to save 
heating costs and make a 
key contribution towards 
reducing CO2 emissions

SWD    Pella       Jeld-Wen  Andersen Lengths of Warranty for Glass          20 Year Limited Warranty

Lengths of Warranty for Components 
other then Glass

Warranty Option          Parts + Labor

Warranty

 10 Year Limited Warranty

www.swdimports.com
info@swdimports.com

Like many other German products such as automobi-
les, medical equipment and heavy machinery, where 
quality is the highest on the priority list, our vinyl 
window profile developments have been setting stan-
dards for the market and have been raising the bar for 
the competitors in the past 60 years..  

German Quality

Our system has highly insulating properties, saves 
energy and reduces CO2 emissions and it is made par-
tially out of recycled materials and the entire system is 
100% recyclable.

Earth Friendly 

With our vast array of colors, grills and glazing you can 
customize your windows and doors to suit your indivi-
dual style and needs.

Product Options

All of our product lines provide you with superior ener-
gy efficiency and up to 40% saving on heat and cooling 
utility bills.

Energy Savings
10% OFF
Present this flyer 

to claim your 

discount

(224) 210-1188



Our products top featuresTilt & Turn Vinyl Windows

Custom shapes           YES 
Interior color option        44
Exterior color option   44
Grille color options   44
Steel reinforcement  YES
Glass option   35
French door availability in vinyl  YES
Security (# of locking points) 8-10
Glass sealer Vinyl

Feature    SWD 

• Easily switch from closed to fully open position with just a single hand
• Select from multiple levels of ventilation
• Great overall performance and cost efficiency
• High security because of 8-10 point locking mechanisms
• Easy maintenance and many color options
• Flexibility of window designs

Window in turn action state. 
Handle turns 90° to open the 
window in the turn state

Window in tilt action state. 
Handle turns 180° to open 
the window in the tilt state.

Windows with active insulating 
glazing help to save resources. 
Beside their considerably en-
hanced solar and heat insulation 
and their optimal transparency 
to light, these windows provide 
the optimal sound insulation 
and reduction in noise level up 
to 45 dB.

The main task of the frame is 
to safeguard the mechanical 
stability needed for the active 
sound insulating glazing and 
to maintain the pressure on 
the gasket.

8 point locking mechanism

Lockable handles

Speciality glass

Triple glazing glass filled with argon or krypton 
gas for the best energy savings

Aluminium Clip for even bigger color selection, 
material protection and better energy savings

Vinyl sealant for better glass insulation 
and less condensation

Removable trim for easy glass replacement

Reinforcement steel for bigger material stability, 
security and protection

5 seal system for better water and air 
infiltration protection

5-8 chamber system, each with its own ecosystem 
for superior insulation

A constantly changing climate and regular air 
pollution can have an effect on a window’s 
material or function; therefore, our vinyl 
windows are designed for maximum durability 
and long life. 

Product for Lifetime

Whether a standard opening or complex 
configuration our product will meet your needs 
with no custom cost.

Custom Solution

Our steel reinforced frame and multiple locking 
point system provides a security level unmatched 
by any standard available product.

High Security

Multiple point locking mechanism combined 
with several seals, gaskets and active sound 
insulating glazing provides for superior sound 
reduction.

Noise Reduction

Easy Maintenance
Mild detergents and water are completely ade-
quate for cleaning the frames and sashes of our 
profiles, even after years of use, elminating the 
need for expensive and time-consuming coats of 
paint.

Noice reduction High security


